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ON THE BOOK SIZE OF GRAPHS
WITH TARGE MINIMUM DEGREE
P. ERDOS, R. FAUDREE and E. GYORI
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I

The basic problem investigated in this paper was raised by the first two
authors [4] in their paper on size Ramsey numbers. Among others, they dealt
with the questions of which graphs must be contained in a graph whose
complement does not contain a given tree as a subgraph. An even more
special problem was raised in this paper, which is of special interest by its
consequences and by the phenomenon described by it. To formulate this
problem, we need the graph theoretical concept of "book" introduced by
Shehan.

DnrtNlrlot{. The graph consisting of k triangles sharing a common edge
is called a book of k pages. More precisely, the book B1 of & pages can be
defined by the vertex set I/:{a,b,frt,r2,...,rk} and the edge set E:
- {ob, ar1,br1, ax2rbr2, . . ., ar k)brk}.
Let G be a graph of n vertices with minimum degree d. Question: How
thick a book must be contained in G? In other words, what is the maximum
k such that a book of k pages is contained in any graph G of n vertices with
minimum degree d. Naturally,lf dS"l2 then it is possible that G does not
contain any triangle (think of the complete bipartite graph with nl2 vertices
in each part) so the question is not interesting if dfnl2.
The case d/lnlZ) * i is interesting from several points of view. 8.g.,
the results of Dirac [2] and Bondy [1] imply that every graph of n vertices
and with minimum degree not less than lnl2)f 1 is pancyclic (i.e., the graph
contains a cycle of length k for any 3 ! k j n).
As to the books
we will see
to prove that every graph
- as
- itnotis easy
of n vertices and with
minimum degree
less than lnl2) * 1 contains a
book of n/6 pages:
TuBoRnu 7. Euery graph G of n uertices and with minimum degree not
than lnl2J+7 contains a book By,1a1+t ,f L"lA)ll pages as a subgraph.
Theorem 1 is basically a direct consequence of the nice result of Edwards
that
any graph w\thln2l4)+l edges has abook with at least n/6 pages.
[3]
However, we prove Theorem 1 for sake of self-containedness and since the
proof of the more general statements starts in the very same way. (This is a
weaker statement than Edwards' result, and the proof is simpler, as well.)
less
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Pnoor. The degree condition implies that G contains a triangle; furthermore, every edge of it is contained in a triangle. For an arbitrary triangle
xyz,let us estimate the number of vertices of G not joined to any of the
vertices r,A, z by means of principle of inclusion and exclusion. We obtain
that

- (n(,)u /r(y) u,^r(z))l:
=lv(G)l - ln(,)l- ln(y)l- l/r(,)l+ lIr(,)n/r(y)l+
+ln(r) n Ir(z)l + lN(e)n 1r(z)l - lN(")n /r(y)n,nr(z)l
0S

lY(G)

f n - 3(lnl2l + 1)+ lIr(z)n Ir(y)l+ ln(r)n 1r(z)l+ lIr(v)n N(z)1,
which implies that one of the double intersections, say /r(r) n -rr(y) is of size
at least lnlZl+l-nl3>nl6 what we wanted to prove since then r,,y and
,rr(r)n,n[(y) define a book of l/r(r)n/r(y)l pages. rt

The surprisingly difficult question now is how sharp is Theorem 1. Is
there a constant e ) 0 such that a book of (116+ e)n pages can be found in
every graph G of n vertices and with minimum degree not less than lnl2l*
f 1? We show that there exists such a constantl however, we do not calculate
the value e that can be deduced from the proof. Partly, since the arguments
are very technical and it is very doubtful that the proof results in the best
possible constant, and partly, since this phenomenon of a 'Jumping constant"
is far more interesting, than the value of e . The phenomenon is described in
a stability theorem, more exactly, we prove its generalizations as well in a
series of stability theorems. These theorems imply the interesting 'Jumps"
of the function D(c) defined in the interval [0, 1] as the maximum b such that
every graph G of (sufficiently large) n vertices and with minimum degree
cn{ o(n) contains a book of bn pages.
We have seen in the proof above that G contains a book of nl6 pages'
However, the same proof implies that if G does not contain a book of (1/6+
* e)n pages then euery edge of it is the common "spine" edge of a, book
of nf 6 * o(z) pages. Let us weaken the conditions of Theorem 1 a bit and
suppose only that the degree of every vertex in G is at least nl2+o(n).
This condition does not imply the existence of any triangle, although the
original conditions imply that every edge is contained in a triangle. In order
to be able to say something interesting, let us assume again that every edge
is contained in a triangle and that any book in G has at most nl6+o(n)
pages. Then these conditions essentially determine the structure of G in a
unique way:

Tsnonpu 2. Let G be a graph oJ n uertices such that the degree of euery
uerter is at least nl2+o(n) and euery edge is contained, in a triangle. If euery
book in G has at most nl6*o(n) pages, then deleting Jrom and adding to
G at most o(n2) edges, ue can obtain the following graph Gt of 15 (in some
cases 12) classes of uertices:
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Forthe 15 classesV;i OS_i,jS4, i+ j<8), wehauelV;11:nll2*o(n)
: l, 2, 3; i : 1, 2, 3), lVnrl : con I 1,2 * o (n) (j = l, 2, 3), lVnl I O - cs) n I t2 !
*o(n) (i=1,2,3), where 05"0 51, and the uertices reVrh and, yeVzjz
are joined to each other if and only il h#iz, jt* j2, and h* jz,iz-l jt<8.
(i

This theorem can be generalized, and it is interesting that the structure
of the graph is determined in an even more unique way in the general case.
The description in the general case does not contain any free parameter as
c6 is in the special case above.

Tnponnlt 3. Let k,l>3 be arbitrary integers such that **,
fr
(i.e., k>12 -21+1). Let G be a graph of n uertices such that the d,egree of
any uerter in G is at least T?"-lo(n).
If any book in G has at most
-f
pages,
o(n)
then
d,eleting
from and, add,ing to G at most o(nz)
Y?"
edges, we can obtain the following graph Gt wi,th kl classes oJ uertices:
For the lcl classesV;i O=i<_k, 1= j=l), lV;,|:fr+o(n) (i:
1,..
. ,k; j - 1,.. . ,l), and the uertices x eVrh and y €V;zjz are joined to
each other if and only i,f h*iz and j1l j2.
Now look at the consequences of these theorems concerning the behaviour
of the function b(c). It is obvious that the function b is monotone increasing
and it is easy to see that it is continuous from the left-hand side, since
deleting edges changes the sizes of the books sitting on the remaining edges
as "spine" edges, and if an edge e is the spine of an exceptionally thick book
then instead of this edge, delete other edges incident to the endvertices of
the other edges of this book). What is more surprising and follows
" (u.g",
from
Theorem 2 is

Tsponnu 4. There is an e)0 such thatb(c)>116*e for any c>1f2.
Pnoor. Suppose that all the degrees in G are greater than nf2 and all
the books have at most n /6 * o(n) pages. The minimum degree in G/ is at
most nf 2 so G is not a subgraph of Gt. Furthermore, since the order of
magnitude of the number of vertices in G/ with degree at most nf 2\s n, the
number of independent edges in G - G/ is of order of magnitude n, as well.
It is easy to verify that if we add an edge e of G to G/ then it is the spine
of a book of nl4* o(ru) pages in Gtt-)e and then G does not contain at least
nll2* o(n) page edges of this book by the page number condition on G.
But three books with independent spine edges have no common edges, (i.e.,
if we have books with independent spine edges then any edge is contained in
at most two books), so we have to delete an edge set of order of magnitude
n2 from G' (and add some edges) to obtain the graph G with no books of
size greater than nf

6* o(n), a contradiction

to Theorem

2.

C

RBuaRx. The proof above is not precise enough, the use of orders of
magnitude in case of a given graph is meaningless. However, these inaccuracies can be eliminated by means of the usual e-technique. Actually, the proof
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not be too complicated, but considering that this e-technique
would make the next proofs vast, we will follow this method and sacrifice
the full preciseness for the sake of clearness.
Replacing Theorem 2 by Theorem 3, a similar argument shows
above would

Tsponntt 5. There is a constant e(k,l) > 0 such that b(c), Y? +
rtk andl satisfy the conditions oJ Theorem 3.
*e(k,t) for any ">ff?
Applying Theorem 5 and the construction of G', il can be seen easily
that ihe- function b(c) is not continuous, it has some "jumpings" at the
Theorem 3'
points
++ if k and I satisfy the conditions of
be proved in the same
can
3
of
Theorem
Theoiem 2 and the case /:3
much more involved
are
proof
claims
of
some
way not considering that the
prove
Theorem 2 and the
will
we
k
4.
So,
in case of Theorem 2, i.e., if -prove
Theorem 3 by
we
will
Then,
case I:3 of Theorem 3 simultaneously.
induction on I.
Pnoor oF THEoREM 2 AND THE cASE /=3 or THsoRBl{ 3' Letk?=4
and let G be a graph of n vertices such that the degree of every vertex is
at least W" -f o(n). Suppose that every edge is contained in a triangle
(it automatically follows from the degree condition if k > 4) and that every
book in G has at most #" + o(n) pages. From now on' we refer to this
second assumption as the page number condition.
Let ryz be a triangle in G and let us introduce the following notation:

V,:N(r) -lr(y) -N(r),
Vr=N(y) -N(r) -N(r),
V":N(z) -N(r) -N(y),,
V,v: N(r)n

N(Y),
V,"= N(r) n N(z) Vu,: N (u) n N(z) -

/r(r)n /r(y)n I[(z),
/r(r)n /r(y) n N(z).

Like in the proof of Theorem 1, let us estimate the number of vertices
joined
to any of the vertices n , a , Z, by applying the principle of inclusion
not
and exclusion, the degree condition, and the page number condition. We
obtain that

- (n(r)u.Ir(y)u N(z))l:
=lv(G)l - ln(r)l - ln(s)l - ln(r)l+ ln(z) n.rr(y)l+
+ lIr(,)n N(z)l+ ln(y)n /r(z)l - llr(")n Ir(v)n,nr(z)l
k-2 o(z) o(n),
2(k-r\ + 3\fn*
r'ffn
="

0S

lY(G)

s

which implies that the estimates used are sharp apart from an error term
+o(n), l,nr (z) n n (y) n N (z) | o(n), lV,ol,
o(n), so, d,(r), d,(y), d(z)

:'#"

:
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lv,,l,lvs,l

: #n * o(n). This implies that lV,l,lVnl,lv) : *" +o(z) and
with exception of o(n)
set of

G
the six sets defined above cover the vertex
vertices. Since zy was an arbitrary edge of G, it implies that d,(u) :'#"+
* o(n) for every vertex u of G and every edge of G is the spine of a book of
#"+o(n) pages. From now on, the degree condition and the page number
condition can be used in this stronger form.
Now, we are going to determine the number of edges joining these six
vertex classes and, as far as possible, the structure of the graph. Let d(X'Y)
and d(X) denote the number of edges from X to Y and joining two elements
of X, respectively.
Lel u 6Vo!. Then applying the estimate above for the triangle a3to,
we obtain thai l/f (r) n /f (y) n,^f (a)l : o(n),, and d(u, V*): o(z), and so,
d(V,): o(nz). (Similarly, lf u e V,,, then d(o,V,,): o(n) and d(V,,) =
:o(n2), and if a€Vy,, then d(u,Vo):o(n) and d(Vu"):ol(n2). )
Again, let o € Vro. The page number condition for the edge co implies
that d(u, V,)ad,(u,V,)1it(u,V,,) = ffn+o(n), and the same condition for
the edge yu implies that d(o, V) + d(u,V,r) * d,(u,V,s,) #nf o(z). But
applying

d(r,V,):o(n)

-

and d(t,)

='#"*o(n),it

=#"+
d,(u,V) + d(u,Vo,) =T"+

o(n),

d,(u,V*) + d,(a,V,,)

and

d(a,V,):

follows

o(n),

,
*" * o(z).

From now on, we refer to this statement as the sum condition (for the
Thus, Vru andV, are joined to each other almost comappropriate
"dS").
pletely,
d(v,u, v,1

:

zff

n2

a

o1n21.

Similarly,

d(v,",v;:?wnz a o1n21,
and

d,(vy,,v;:wn2

+ o(n2).

p.
Furthermore,

if

ue
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V*

then

t d(u,%u) = T" * o(n),
d,(u,V,) + d.(a,Vo):#"* o(n),

d(r,V,)

d,(u,Vu)=:8"*o(n),
and if a €Vu, then
d,(a,Vu)

* d(u,V,y):T"*

o(n),

d,(a,V,"):#"*

o(n),

d,(a,V,) +

d(o,V,):;8"*o(n).
ru

Consider the vertices u €Vr. The page number condition for the edge
that d(o, V) + a@,V,u) + d(a,,V,,) = #n * o(n). On the other

says

hand, d(W,,V,):?ffn2 * o(n2) implies that d(a, Vu,): #"+o(rl) for
a typical vertex a €V, (i.e., for all vertices u e V, except o(n) ones). By
the degree condition for a typical vertex a€V* d(r,V)*d(a,V):finl
* o(n) and so d,(V,,W) * d(V,,V,): #n'+ o(n2). Similarly, d(Vy,V,) +
+ d,(Vo,V,) = #"' + o(n2) and d(V,,Vy) * d(V",V,) : #", + o(n2). So,
d(V,,V): #n, * o(n2), d(V,,V,): #n, + o(n2), and d,(Vy,V,): fon2 a
+o(nz). It can be shown, as well, that if trr is a typical vertex in I{, then
d,(w ,V,") : #, * o(n) , and if u is a typical vertex in V,, then d,(w ,V,) :
= #n * o(n). These results can be shown for every triangle or if just an
edge is needed then for every edge, and we refer to them, as the structure
condition.
Before continuing the proof of the Theorem, we prove

Lnuue 1. The graph G does not contain Ka as a subgraph.
Pnoor or Lnuue 1. Suppose that the vertices xrg, zro induce a Ifa in
G and that the vertices frtUtZ have the properties what we have seen above.
We have aeV"y, so, as we have seen, d(o,%):o(n), d(a,V)+a@,V,,):

: #n* o(n), d,(u,V) * it(a,Vo): #"+o(n).

On the other hand, the
page number condition for the edge uz and d(u, V"'1 = fin*o(n) imply that
d(a,V,")*d(u,Vy,): ffn+o(n). However, we saw that dQ:,V)+a@,Ur1:
: *n* o(n), a contradiction to the equalities l%l : *xn* o(n) and lYrl :
: &n-t o(n) if k > 4.
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Unfortunately, the proof in the case k:4 is much more compiicated, it
is much more difflcult to get the desired contradiction. Then, all the six sets
defined above have nf 6*o(n) elements, and as we have seen in this proof,
d(u,V,,) , d(u,Vy,) : o(n) and d(a ,W) , d(a,V) : n 16 * o(n). On the other
hand, the same estimates can be shown for the triangles ary)'urz)ayz,which
imply that d(V,), d(V), d(V,) : o(nz) and d(V,,V,y), d(V,,V,,), d(V!,V,a),
d(vy,\,), d(v",v,,), d(v",,vy,), d(v,,,v,y), d(vy,,v,y), d(v,",vr,) = n2
o(r2).
Now, we show Lemma 1 by means of three claims.

llzl

Ci,aIu 1. With erception of o(n3) triangles, euery triangle in G contains
a uertex inVro and, a uerter inVr, or a uerter'inV* and a uerter inVr, or
a uerter in Vy, and a uerter in V*

Pnoor. We have
d(V,r,V") + d(V,,,V)

* d,(Vy",V,) :

n2

lt2 + o(nz).

The page number condition says that every edge is the spine of a book
of nl6*o(n) pages, so the number of triangles containing at least one of
these edges is n3f72+r(r3), since the number of triangles counted twice is
o(n3) because d(V,), d(V), d(V"), d(V"), d(V,"), d(Vy,) : o(n2). But this is
the total number of triangles, as well, since the number of edges in G is n2 l4*
+o(n2) bv the degree condition, and each edge is contained in nf 6*o(n)

triangles, so counting every triangle three times, we count n3lZ+ + o(r3)
tr

triangles.

ClaIu 2. Letw €V*

be an arbitrary uerter. Then N(w)oV", andVorN (u) n Vo, and V", - N (w) are joined to each other completely with
erception of o(n2) edges. Considering the symmetry of the uertices t)A)z)D,
another 11 similar statements hold, as well.

- If (.),

Pnoor'. Defining the appropriate sets for the triangle wry, the statethat V*, and Vy, V-! and V" are joined to each
other completely with exception of o(n2) edges. !
Cr,.q.tlv{ 3. With erception of o(n) uertices, either d(w,V"),d(w,V,,):
:nl12*o(n) or d(w,Vo),d(*,V0,):nl72lo(n) for euery uerten u €V,o.
Similarly w'ith exception of o(n) uertices, nfl2-fo(n) edges emanate from
euery uerter of G to at least two of the sir defined sets.
: n I 6 - d(., V,) * o(n) and d,(w,Vo,) : n I 6 P noo r'. We have d(w,V,
")
- d(*,V)+o(n1 by the sum condition: it is sufficient to prove one of the
equalities. Let us count the triangles containing a typical vertex tl in two
ments follow from the fact

different ways.
The degree condition and the page number condition imply that each of
the nf2*o(n) edges incident toTo is contained in nl6+ o(n) trianglesl so,

32
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the number of triangles containing u is n2124+o(nz) since every triangle
was counted twice in this way.
On the other hand, d,(V,): o(n2) implies that the number of triangles
containing any of the nf6*o(n) edges leading from w to V" is n2f36+
* o(n2), and the number of triangles containing two of the remaining edges
incident to u; is dQo,V,)("16 - d(.,W)) + d(.,%)@l6 - d(.,V")) + o("2)
for atypicalvertex to by Claim 1. And this is equal to n2lZZf o(n2), only
if either d,(w,V"):nf 12+o(n) or d(w,V):nf 72to(n). tr
Claims 2 and 3 imply that, for a typical vertex w €V,o,/f (u) n V, and
N (w)nV, define a partition of V, and I/r, respectively, such that one of these
two partitions is halving (apart from a possible error of o(n)) and, the other
one is arbitrary, including that it may have an empty class, as well. One
partition class in Y, is completely joined to one partition class in Vo and,
the other partition class in V, is completely joined to the other partition
class in V, with exception of o(n2) edges. However, d'(V,,Vy) : n2 172 +
+ o(nz) implies that these two bundles contain all the edges from V, to Vo
with exception of o(n2) edges. It implies that every vertex 'u € V"g (with
exception of o(n) vertices) defines almost the same partition in V, and Vo.
Thus, each (typical) vertex u is joined to exactly one of the partition classes
in V, and so, the graph of the edges from V, to Vrs - whose structure is
partitions V" in the very same
defined by a partition in the same way
way'
Now, we show that the edges joining V, to Vo and the edges joining tr/"
to V, define the very same partition of I/, if none of the partitions defined
by the edges joininEV,,Va and V" has empty partition class or that of o(n)
elements. (Similar statements hold for V",V,y,Vr, for Vy,Vry,Vr" and for

vrrvr"rvo".)

If, say, a class P of the partition of the set V, defined by the edges joining
and V, contains more than o(n) elements of both classes of the partition
of the set V, de{ined by the edges joining V, and V" then, (almost) every
vertex of V,carr be reached from P by an edge and P is completely joined to
cn vertices in Vr. There is no essentially empty partition class, so the number
2
of edges leading from these vertices in Y, to V, is of order of magnitude n

V,

and we get csn3 triangles forbidden by Claim 1, a contradiction.
Now, suppose that there is no essentially empty partition class in G and
the partitions divide the six defined sets in
a,s we have seen above
so
By
way.
Claim 1, there are only o(n3) triangles in
two in the very same
partition
in these sets can be colored with red
classes
VTUVaUVT; thus, the
other one is blue in each partition,
is
red,
the
and blue so that one class
and exactly the classes of different colors in different sets are joined to each
other almost completely. Again by Claim 1, a partition class inV,, is joined
almost completely to classes in V, and Vo that are of the same color and
similar statements hold for Vr" and Vrr. Thus, the coloring of the partition
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to the classes in Vro,Vr^Vy" so that the classes of
joined
to each other in V,sl)VrrUVo, and V,UVyuV,,
different colors are
by
Claim 1, it yields a good coloring of the classes in
as well. And again
Vro,Vr",Vs", zs well, exactly the classes of different colors in different sets
are joined to each other almost completely. However, the edges from the
red vertices in Vro to the blue vertices in V, are not contained in triangles
such that the other two edges are from the q,lmost complete bundles joining
2) edges not in these bundles result in very
classes of different colors. The o(n
page
number condition'
few triangles contradicting the
classes can be extended

Finally, suppose that the edges from V, to Vo define a partition of V,
such that one of the classes has o(n) elements. By Claim 3, the edges from
V, to V, deflne a partition V.J,VJ' of V, such that lyJl ,lVl'l: nllz+ o(n),
V/ is joined to V, almost completely, and the number of edges from I{ to
V,is o(nz). Claim 3 implies that the edges from \ toVy, define a partition
VJ,,V{" of Vy, such that lVJ"l,lV{,|:n172-lo(n), and it essentially defines
the partitio n Vj ,Vi' in Vo . Furthermor e Vj is joined to Vl, and Vlt is joined
to Vj', almost completely, and the number of edges joining Vi to Vi', and
Vj' to Vj, is o(n). Similarly, the edges from Vo to V,, define a partition
VJr,Vl'o of V,, such that lvlrl,lvl'ol:n112-fo(n), and it essentially defines
the parlition Vj,Vj' in Vo. Furthermore Vl is joined to Vlo and Vl' is joined
to Vj| almost completely, and the number of edges joining Vj to Vi| and
Vj' to Vlu is o(n). Both endvertices of a typical VjVj,-edge is joined to
V, almosi completely. Thus, the page number condition implies th-at the
number of edges from Vj, to V,, is o(n2); so since d(W,,V,"): n2 f lz+
* ,(r2), Vl', is joined to V," almost completely. Similarly, the number of
edges joinin E Vl', to V,, is o(n2) and Vj" is joined to V,, almost completely.
The number of Vj,Vio-edges andVJ'"Vlis-edges is o(n2), since such an edge
is typically contained in nf 72*o(n) triangles whose third vertex is in Vy,
and Claim 1 says that the number of triangles of this type is o(n"). On
the other hand, the number of Vl',Vly-edges is o(n2), since such an edge is
typically contained in nf 6*o(n) triangles whose third vertex is in V,,, and
Claim 1 says that the number of triangles of this type is o(n'). However,
these statements contradict the equality d(Vy",V"o) : n2 llZ* o(n2), and the
proof of Lemma 1 is complete. tr

Let us return to the proof of the Theorems'
From now on, let d(V,):a,d(V):6 and d,(V"):c. Tur6n's theorem
implies that o, t,"S# +o@2), since G does not contain K+ as a subgraph.
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Then by the page number condition,

d(vr,v,r) * d(v,,v,,)

d(v,,v,)

+

*rr:'ffn'+

o(n'),

d(v,a,v,,):(k:-?)' n' + r(n2),

and

d,(V*,V,")

* d(V,y,V,,):(k:-?)'

n' + o@\.

It follows that
d,(v,,v,y), d,(v,,v,,)
and

d(v,',v,,)

: 4n' - a + o(n2),

: 94y2,' +, + o(n2).

Similarly,
d(Vu, V,u), d(W,Vu,)

:4

n'

-

b

+ o@\,,

dru",o,,o)!r,',2''r:#;irr',+o(nz)'
and

d(v*,,v.,):g=#)n'

o(nz).
+
"+
Notice that a statement similar to Claim 1 can be shown about the
triangles in G. Let w eV(G) be an arbitrary vertex. By Lemma 1, -l[(u)
does not contain any triangle. On the other hand, the degree condition and
the page number condition imply that
d(,nr (u,))

d,(N

a

-/r(r))

:'#*,

+ o(n'),

(G)- n (.))

:'#,'

+ o1n'1.

(w),v(G)

and so,

d(v

: Wnz

o7n21,

Note that the number of N(u)(y(G) -,l'f(u))-edges in a triangle is 0 or
2, so by the page number condition, the number of triangles containing
N (w)(V(G) - lr(r))-edges is &4[F4"3 + o(r]3). However, by the degree
condition and the page number condition, this is the total number of triangles
in G (apart from an error of ,(rr')). Thus, the number of triangles in Ir(Q -/f (r) is o(23). From now on, we refer to these results as to the triangle
condition.
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Claru 4. We may assume that o(n) is the number of uertices ue.V,y
such that d(u,V,): &r+o(n). Similarly, we rnay assurne that o(n) is the

number of uertices u e V,a such that d(r,W):
statements hold for uertices a €Vr" and u e .Vs,.

*n+o(n),

and analogous

Pnoor. Suppose that n is the order of magnitude of the number of
vertices u €V,o such that d(u,V,) : h, i o(n), and so d(u,V,,): #n +
*o(n) by the sum condition. Since G does not contain I(a,the existence of

one a of this kind implies that a : d,(V") : o(nz). For almost all neighbours
u e V, of such a typical o, the number of triangles containing uw is d(u ,Vy") +
+ d(w ,V,) * o(n) by the triangle condition for r and z. Hence (apart from the
o(n) possible exceptions), the edge numbers d(ta, V,) for different vertices ur
differ from each other by o(n ), so, d(w,V") : h * o(n) for almost all vertices
w eV, because d(V,,V,) : fun' + o(n2). Thus, d,(u,Vy,) : #, + o(n) for
typical such vertices o, and d(u,V) = ft+ o(n) because of the sum condition.
Let us fix such a typical vertex u for a while. Since V, - /f (r) and V, are
joined to each other almost completely by the structure condition applied
on the edge or, the number of edges from Vo n /f (o) to I/, is o(n2) because
d(V,,Vy): fun2 +o(n2). On the other hand, the sum condition implies that
V n N (u) and V, are joined to each other almost completely and the number
of edges from V, - /f (r) to V, is o(r2).
The structure condition on ay implies that V,. - If (r) and Vy" n,lf (o)
are joined to each other almost completely. Since G does not contain .Ka
and so, the number of edges fromV,,nIf (o) to V, is o(n').Then, the sum
condition implies that V," n /[(o) and V,o are joined to each other almost
completely. It follows that the number of edges from V,, n,nf (a) to V. is
o(n2), because if it is not the case, then such a typical edge is contained in
H"+o(n) triangles with the third vertex in V, and V,y,, d contradiction to
the page number condition. On the other hand, the structure condition on
the triangle ozy implies that d(V," - /f (r) ,V,): #"' + o(n2), and also by
applying the results just proved above, it follows that d(V,,,V,): ouJ-n2 a
+o(n2).Thirdly, the degree condition, the page number condition and the
structure found so far imply that the degrees of almost all vertices in the
graph of the edges joining V, and V" are ft *o(n). This statement, the
triangle condition and the fact that the total number of triangles of type
V,V,V" is o(n3) imply that the number of triangles "sitting" on these #n'+
* o(n2) edges is #(d(V,,V,!) + d(V",Vr,))* o(n3) : &(#"' - c+ ffin2) *
*o(n3), which is equal 6 ffi# +o(r3) by the page number condition.
Thus, c: o(nz) , and now, the structure condition on the triangle rgz implies
that d(V,,,V"): fi4n' + o(n'), a contradiction to the inequality obtained
above, unless lc:4. (The case ,t :4 is difficult again!)
From now on, we may assume that k:4. In this case using the notation
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vJ:von r[(u)'
seen

VJ'

that

:Vn - r[(r), V,j,:vt,nN(u), Vjt,:V3" - r[(r),

we have

lvJl,lvJ',l,lvi"l,lv{,1: nf t2 * o(n),
d(V,), d(V) : ,(n'), d(v; : b n2 1744 + o(nz),
=
: o(nz),
d,(vl,v,) - n2 1tz + o(n2), d(v;,v,)
(vJ', ,v,) - n2 172 + o(n2), d,(v;', ,v,) = o(n2),
d(',V,) : nl12 * o(n) for almost all u e V",
d(r,V,):nf 12to(n) for almost allw€V,,

and

d(v,,,vJ,)

: n2 1Tz + o(n').

The last equality and d(V,,,V,,):n2lZ21o(n2) imply that d(V,,,V{,):
:o(nz). Applying the sum condition in lf(g) on the ve,rtices of Vy,, it follows that d(V,,vJ) - n2 f z2+ o(n2) and d,(V,,Vl,): o(n2). Since d(u,I/,) :

:nllz*

o(n) for almost all u € I/r, applying the triangle condition and the

: nllz*

page number condition for the Vj!,Vred1es, we obtain that d(u,%)
+o(n) for almost all u € Vj'r. Let us fix a typical vertex ueVjL for a moment.
Then, a typical edge from u to V,o is contained in nl6+ o(n) triangles with
so, d(V,, n If (z), V,) o(n2) because of the page numthird vertic es in

:

V;

ber condition, and d(V*, - I[(r), V,) - n2 lZz + o(n2) because d(V,,V,o) :
:nzl72*o(n2). The same argument shows that almost all vertices ueVjL
have essentially the same neighbours inV,o, and so for the setsVir:V,sf\

nIf (z) and,Vjio=V,y- N(r),

we have

:

V:yl, lvlyl n I t2 * o(n),
it(Vl'r,v,) = nz lzz + o(nz), d(Vlu,v,)
I

: o(n?),
d,(vlu,vj',) = n2 1t++ + o(n',), d,(vl:u,v{,) : o(o',).
Applying the sum condition to the vertices inV,o,it follows that d,(Vlo,Vr,) =
n2 f 12 * o(n2), and d(Vj'u,V,,) : o\r2).
Notb that d,(VJ,,Vj'): o(n2), since if not, then a typical Vj,Vi'-edge
is contained in nlT*o(n) triangles (with third vertices in V, or V,,), a
contradiction to the page number condition. Similarly, d(Vlo,Vl): o(n2),
Note that d(VJL,Vi): o(nz), since if not, then a typical V{,Vi-edge is
contained in n l6 * o(n) triangles (with third vertices \n V,), a contradiction
to the triangle condition if we have many edges of this kind. Similarly,

d(Vlu,Vil

: o(n').

Furthermore, d,(V.j",Vl): o(nz) because of the Ka-freeness. This contradicts d(V,,, Vu) : n2 I 7 2 - b + o (n2), unless b : n2 f 144 + o (n'), and d (V{", Vj' ) :
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n2lI44+ r(n'). But then, it follows that d,(Vj,,V,o): n2 f lza o(n2) because d,(Vo,,V,o):rf lfzlbto(nz). Also, d(Vl!o,Vj):n2 f t++1o(n2), and
d(vln,vj') = o(r'), because d(v,o,,v) : n2 f zz - b t o(nz) and the degree
condition.
Using d(V[1,V,,)

fZz* o(nz), d(VJ',,V,,) : o(r'), d(V,,,VJ) :
- n2 f 7z I o(n2), d(V,,,VJ) : o(n2) and the sum condition in I[(z) and

:

n2

tr[(z) for the vertices in Vr,, we obtain lhat d(t,Vr),d(t,y-) : nlL2 * o(n)
for almost all vertices t€V,".The number of V,,V*V,-triangles is o(23) (triangle condition), so, it is possible only if we can define some sets Vj,,V!t,:
:V," -Vl,,Vl,V! :V, -Vl,v:,Vl' :V, - V/ such that

lvl,l, lV!"1, lv:|, lV:' l, lV!, lv! I : n I 12 +- o (n),
d,(vl,,v;t), d(vl,,v!), d(v:",v;), d(v!,,v:), d(vl,v:'), d(vJ' ,v:) :

:

n2 1 144

+ o(nz)

,

and

d,(v:,,v:) , d(v:,,v:) , d(vlt,,vl'), d(v:|",v:) , d(vl,v:), d(v:' ,v!l')

: o@\.

But then taking

: vlu, vtz : VJ, vrz : vi, vr+ : Vl', vn : VlL, vzz = v1,,
vzs : vJ',, vz s : vl',, vn : vJ', vsz : vl, ve : v.j,, vu : v)',
Vt

in Theorem 2 with co:0.
We obtained either a contradiction or the desired structure in all cases,
so the proof of the Claim is complete. tr
we obtain the structure described

ClaIu 5.
d(u,Vr): *n*
and, u

The number of uertices u€V, with d(a,V,):fin*o(n) or
o(n) is o(n). Simi,lar statements hold for the aerti,ces a €Vo

€V".

Because of symmetry reasons, it is sufficient to prove that the
number of vertices a €V, with d(o, V,): fin* o(n) is o(n). Suppose that
the number of such vertices u is of order of magnitude n. Applying the sum
condition in If (r) for a and that d(u, V,): fin*o(n), we have d(u,V):
: o(z) for every such a a. The triangle condition implies that an edge uar for
a typical vertex o is contained in d(u, Vo,) + d,(u,Vr) * o(n) triangles, which
is equal to ffn + o(n) by the page number condition. It implies that the
fluctuation of d,(w,,Vu) i" o(n) for the typical vertices w e V,, and since their

Pnoor.

ffn-\cklLn*o(n), d(w,W) = fr"-\ckllnlo(n) for almost
all vertices w e V, and d(o, Vro) : #" + \ck l2n* o(n) for the considered
vertices u€V,. Let u€V,ln .l[(u) be a typical vertex. The page number
condition on za and the triangle condition imply that d,(u,Vo,): ffnao(n),
average is
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and so, the sum condition in N(y) for z implies that
a contradiction to Claim 4.
n

d(",V):&n|o(n),

CL.q,tN,{ 6. For a uerter a €V,0, d(a,V"): o(r) holds if and only if
d,(u,V):o(n). The similar statements are true for the uertices inV"" and

vo"'

Pnoor. Because of symmetry reasons) it is sufficient to prove only one
direction. Suppose that d(u,V"): o(n). 'Ihe structure condition on yu implies that VoAN(a) andV,-/f (r)are joined toeach other almost completely.
!
Applying Claim 5, it follows d(a,V):o(r).
Claims 4 and 6 say that for almost every vertex a e V,o (with excepo(n), and
tion of at most o(n) ones), either d(a,V,"),d(a,Vy,): #rf
d,(u,V"),d(u,V): o(r) Iet Vj, denote the set of these vertices u €V,,
or d.(o,V,,), d.(a,Vo) * #" + o(n), d(u,V,), d(u,Vo) I o(n), and d(u,V,),
d(r,W): &n* o(n) let Vj, denote the set of these vertices u €V,0.

-

Similar statements and definitions apply for the vertices inV* andVy,.

7. With erception oJ o(n) uertices, either d,(a,V") : & + o(n) or
d(a,V): *+o(n) for euery uerter ueVlo. Similar statements hold for the
uertices inVj, andVj,.
Cr.q.ru

Pnoor. We prove the statement by contradiction. The structure condition on ar and uy, resp., says that V,n/f(o) is joined toVo- 1((u) and
VonN(a) is joined toV,- N('u) almost completely. FurthermoreV,,n,nf (u)
is joined to Vy, - /f (r) and VE, n 1f ('u) is joined to V," - 1[(r) almost completely, respectively. The first half of the statement implies that if either
d,(u,V") >#+o(n) and d(r,V)<*+o(n),or d(o,V") < jf +o(n) and
d,(u,Vr) > ft+ o(n), then d,(V",\), #r'+ o(n'), a contradiction.
The structure condition on ar and ag, resp., also says that the number
of edges joining % n ,rf (o; to Vrolf (o) and V,"tt I't (u) to Vy,n /f (o) is o(n2) .
We distinguish two cases according to the value of d(u,V,) and d(u,V).
Case 1. p:d(u,V")> h+o(n), q:d(u,Vr)> #-lo(n).
First, suppose that d(V"",V"AN(a)):o(n2). A typical edge w1t, cor,necting V,, to V, - N (u) is contained in at least p + o(n) triangles such
that the third vertex is in Vs; so, the page number condition implies that
d,(w,Vy")=#"-pto(n). Now, the sum condition in N(z) for ta implies
that d(tu,V")Zp+o(r) > ,a6+o(n1. On the other hand, d(r,V") S*"-q+
* o(n) < jf + o(n) because of the starting assumption, a contradiction that
d(V,Vr) is too large, just as in case of o.
Secondly, suppose that the order of magnitude of d(V,,,V,n N (u)) \s n2 .
Let us take a typical edge wu connecting V,, toV"nN(u). As we have seen
above, then d(u,Vr):?n"-p+o(n), and so d(2,V,):p+o("), because
of the sum condition. Applying the structure condition for the triangle
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u)rz) we get that there is no edge connecting V,nN(u) toV,?,1[(tu), i.e.,
d(w,V"): pa o(n). Thus, for any vertex s e V", especially for any vertex
s€V,-If(r) , d(s,V,)Z&"-p*o(n), and for any vertex se V,n/[(a),
p* o(n) edges lead from s to Y, because of the sum condition and since there
is no edge from s to Von If (r). But then d(V,,V,) Z (&" - q)(rL*" - p) +

*

ps* o(n') >

#"'

+ ,(n2), a contradiction.

p= d(a,V,) < t * o(n), Q: d(a,V) < {6 + o(n\.
Let us take the neighbours of the vertices w e Vj" in V, and V". The
structure condition on u)r and uz, says that .nf (To)n I/" is joined to V" - /f (r) and //(u) oV, \s joined to V, - 1{('u) almost completely. For a
typical vertex w e Vj,, the triangle condition says that the number of edges
with
from /[(ta) oV, to ,nf (u.')n V" is o(n2). However, it follows that
the sets N(tr) oV, for the vertices w e-Vj" arc
exception of o(n) vertices
Case 2.

- other with an error of o(n) elements, (i.e., we
either equal or disjoint to each
(i : 1, ... , j)
can define pairwise disjoint sets Vj, |Vl,,V;
=VI,V:
such that V;, is joined to I/,i and V;, is joined
to V)=V:
almost completely,
d(V;,,V" - V;), d(V;",V, - V) : o(nz), the sets V], cover V], except o(n)
elements, and 7-O(1) because of the sizes of the pairwise disjoint sets 7j).
We distinguish two cases.
Case2.1. j>7.
Let us take a typical edge 'uz ftom V], to V] and apply the structure
condition on it. We obtain that ,n[(ul) oVo, is joined to V,, - V[ almost
completely, and so, N(u) n Va"9 N (t) for a typical vertex t e Vx" -V)". On
the other hand, taking a typical edge ls and using that j ) 1, we obtain
that /f (i) nvr"91f (.), i.e., two typical vertices in V|" are joined to the
same elements of Vy". Furthermore j > l implies that almost all elements
of Vj" are joined to the same elements of Vo,, i.e., to the elements of V],
by deflnition. By definition, V"" - I/(r) e Vj, and Vo"nI{(u) is joined to
V",- I,{(u) almost cornpletely for a typical vertex u; so, Vy" n,nf (r.,) tV;".
It follows that Vo" n ,nf (t,) )_V|", because Vo" n N (u): VJ, (definition) with
an error o(n) and V,,nN(u):Vi, holds, as well. But then d(V,,,Vr,)Z
> Lffnz - ps+ o(n') > (*-])1-t ,z + o(nz), a contradiction to d(v,,,vr,) :

: E#2

n2

t

c

+ o(n2) S ttSo(}U

n2

a o(nz).

Similar argument can be applied if Case 2.1 holds for Vy".
Case 2.2. j = 1 and we may assume that V],-Vj" and the analogouos
equality holds for tr/yr, as well.
Then, there are sets Y/ 9V,,VJ ! Y, such that Vj is joined to Vj, and Vj
is joined to Vj, almost completely. Furthermore the number of additional
edges from V, to V," and from V, to Vo, is o(nz). Note lhal d,(V,ft N (u) ,V,"n
n,^f (a)) : o(n2), because of the triangle condition (o is typical!). On the other
hand, d(V"n l[(r), V," - N (a)): o(nz) because, if not, then a typical edge
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from I/,n,rf (o) toV,"-If (r) is contained in at least ,Ln"-p+o(n) triangles
with their third vertexinV, and in at least ff"-p+o(n) triangles with
their third vertices in Vy", a contradiction to the page number condition.
Thus, VIEV" - If (r) and similarly VigVo - N(a).
For a typical vertex u e V,y,Vi"EV,"nIf (o) andV,, - If (r) e V!" (with
a possible error o(n)). Let us take a typical edge uz fromV,, -lf (r) toVj.
It is contained in p*o(n) triangles with their third vertices in TrnIf (o) and
in ffn-alo(n) triangles with their third verticesinVy"nlf(u)1so, only
o(n) edges lead from a typical vertex uevltoW- /f (r). Hence, d(Vl,Vy- lr (r)) : o(n2) and a similar argument shows that d(Vj,V, - N (a)) : o(nz) .
Suppose that d(V,- /r(r) -VJ,V.- If (r) -V) + r(n'). Then a typical edge
uz from V, - N (u) - Vj to Vo - N (a) - Vj is contained in o(n) triangles
with their third vertices either inV,, or inVo" and in at most *-q'fo(n)
triangles with their third vertic es in V,,, because d(w ,Vr) Z O + o1n1 and the
sum condition. However, a typical edge is contained in o(n) triangles with
their third vertices in some other sets because of the triangle condition, so,
we obtained a contradiction to the page number condition. Thus, d(V" - /f (r) ,Vr- N(r)):o(n2) and d(V,n/r(o),Vrn.n/(o)) :o(n2) because of
the triangle condition. Hence, d(V,,Ve): p(*n - q) + q(*" - p) + o(n') <
a #n' + o(n2), a contradiction. The proof of Claim 7 is complete. tr
Now, we return to the proof of the Theorems again.
So, there is a vertex u e Vlo such that either d(r,W) = # +o(n) or
d(a,Vr): # +o(n), and, as we have seen, Xf :V,^iIf (t,) is joined toYf :
Vo- w(r) andYf :VonN(a) is joined to Xj-V,- I{('u) almosf completely.
But d(V,, V): fun2 + o(n') implies that the number of additional edges
fromV, to V, is o(n2). It follows that, for any other vertex weVju, either
.rf (to)nV,:XI and,nf (tr.r) etVo:Yf or,nf (,u)nV,:Xi and l[(ra) OVo:Yf
hold with a possible error of o(n) vertices. Let Zl and 22 denote the vertices
w e Vlo of first and second type, respectively. Similarly, we can define the
sets X1, Xz,Yf ,Yf , Zf , Zf ,,Yt,Y2, X!, Xl, Zl., Zl, as well"

Case 1. The order of one of the 12 subsets defined in the sets I/,,Vo,V,is
not ft + o(n), say, I Zll p < & * o(n) and I Zll &n - p * o(n) > {p + o(n1.

:
:
Then, by Claim T,lxll,lxll:ft+o(n1, and the sum condition implies

lZil,lzil,lYf l,lYf l: {6 + o(n1 and that d(u,Vo) : &n - p I o(n) for
almost all vertices u e Xl and d(u,Vr) : p -l o(n) for almost all vertices z €
e Xf . But then, lYf | : pt o(n), lYf I : fin - pa o(n), and Xi : Xl, X ; : XX
that

(last two with a possible error o(n)).
Now, d(V,,,V,)
- a * o(n2)

lyrl+l%l
that lTjrl

:

: #(lyrl + lyzl) + o(n2), and so,
:3Lt+o(n).
Similar argument shows
#n-ff+o1"1and lV,|l
: #"'

:?*+o(n)

and

thatlV]"|:**o(n)=*+o(n),

which implies
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- c: ,(n'), as well. AII these imply that lV.)l ,lv;ol,lv;,|: ft + o(n1.
Now, we show that lYtl: o("). (lZrl: o(n) can be shown similarly")

Suppose not and take a typical YlZl-edge

uto. The sum condition implies

: #, - p + o(n) and the triangle condition implies d(r,Vo,) 1
Sp*o("). So if, say, Zf ,lzf .Zil+ o(n), then lxrl 5 P*o(n), and a
typical vertex t € Zf - Zl is not joined to the vertices in V" - Zf,. Thus,
d(t,V,,),lYzlZffn-p+o(n) I o(n), because of the page number condition.
d,(u,Vy,)

But then, as we-have seen in Case 2.1 of the proof of Claim 7, there is no
edge from V|" to Vj", contradicting that ffn - P * o(n) edges connect a
typical vertex of Y1 to Vo".
Now, we show that d,(Y2,VJ):o(n2). (d(Zr,,VJ):o(nz) can be shown
similarly.) Suppose not. Then d(u,V,): &n - p+ o(n) and d(w,V,): ft *
* o(n) for a typical edge uw from Y2 to Vl,; so, this edge is contained in
& - p+ o(z) triangles with their third vertices in V,,, a contradiction to the

triangle condition.
These facts imply that d(u,Vo,):lV;,|+ o(n) for a typical vertex u€Yz.
On the other hand, d,(u,Vy"): ffn-fp*o(n) because of the sum condition,
which is a contradiction unless k :4 and lV;"|: p * o(n).
Now, let us take typical vertices u e Zl and u e /f (z) n Yf . The triangle
condition implies that the third vertex of almost all triangles containing ae
is in V, V* or V,". The number of the triangles of these types is nll2*
+ o(n ), lVj, I and o(a) , respectively. But, then lv:rl,lv;rl = n f 12 * o(n) .
Similarly, lvl"l,lv;"| : n lI2l o(n) and by the way, o : n2 ll44: o(n 2). Thus
d,(Xil, d(Xil - o(r') because of the triangle condition; so, it follows that Xf
is joined to Xl almost completely. Also d(V,r,V,,):Zn2lt+lf o(n2), and
the structure proved so far imply that d(Vi",Vl):r(n2).
Note that d,(Zl,,Yi): o(n'), since if not true, then a typical edge of this
type is contained in o(n) triangles with their third verticesinV,V, orVy".
The structure proved so far says that o(n) triangles have their third vertex
in the other sets, a contradiction to the page number condition' However,
it follows that one of the sets Zf and Zf, meets Z! \n o(n) elements, say,
lzi n Zll: o(n), and then lYf aY;l: o(n) holds, as well. Because of p:
: l2c I n * o(n), d(V"), d(V) : pn I t2 + o(n2). But, the triangle condition says
that the number of edges in one of the defined sets is o(n'),so, it follows that
Zf is joined to Zl and Yr' is joined to Yf almost completely. Finally, the
degree condition for the vertices in Zf implies that lXll :nf 12-p*o(n),
and so lXzl:nl12*o(n). The structure of G is described; it is exactly the
structure defined in Theorem 2 with co=P.
Case 2. Each of the 12 subsets defined in the sets Vr,Vy,V" h* # +o(n)
elements.

Like in Case 1, we can determine the orders of the sets V|r,V), and
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V;r.

Now, we get stronger symmetry than
+ o1"1.
lv;yl,lv;,1,lv;,1=

ff

b

GYORI

- c:

o(nz), we obtain that

k> 4.
that lYll,lYrl* o(n). Then) as we have seen in Case 2.1 of the
proof of Claim 7, there is no edge fromVj"toVj,, contradicting that #"+
* o(n) edges connect a typical vertex of V]. to Vy,. Thus, without loss of
generality, we may assume that lY2l : o(n), and similarly lXzl,lZzl: o(r).
Case 2.1.

Suppose

The number of edges from X1 to Y1 is not o(n), a typical edge of this type
is contained in o(n) triangles with their third vertices in V, because of the
triangle condition, solZf oZll:o(n). Similarly, lXf nXIl,lYf nY{l:o1n1,
(i.e., the sets I/r, Vy,V, are cut into two parts by the two partitions essentially
in the same way).
A typical edge zu from Z! to Xi is contained in $n - ff + o(n) triangles by the triangle condition and the structure proved so far. Thus,
+ r1"1 & + o(n ) by the page number condition. Aplv;ol,lv;,l,lv;,1:
plying the degree condition for the vertices in V,V,,V, and that, say, Xf
does not contain edges by the triangle condition, we obtain that Xf is joined
to Xf , Yr' is joined toYl and Zl is joined to Zf aimost completely.
Take a typical edge zo from Vl, to Vj,. The number of triangles containing zu with their third vertices inV,,,Vo or V], and in Vj, is Sn*o(n)
and $fz+o(n), respectively. Because of the sum condition, it is a contradiction, unless .rf (z) n Vlo and,nf (u) n Vj, are as disjoint as possible, i.e.,
their union covers Vln with a possible error of o(n) vertices. Repeating it
for the other neighbours of u in Vj,,we obtain thatVlo -If (") is joined to
Vj, n N (u) almost completely and that d,(Vlo - /{ ("), Vj, - N (u)) : o(n2) .
Now, repeating it for the vertices in Vj" - /f (") and for their neighbours
in Vjo, we obtain that there is a similar subset of V,, with jf f o(n) elements such that the number of edges connecting this set to Vjo - ff(")
or Vj" - N(") is o(n2). Continuing, we can define pairwise disjoint subsets
V,'0,...,V|i',V],,... ,v!;t andVy7",... ,vl"-u of ft*o(n) elements of the
sets Vjr, Vj" andVj,,respectively, such that two sttbsets with diflerent subscripts are joined to each other almost completely if their superscripts are
different, and, as well are joined to each other with o(nz) edges if their superscripts are equal. It is easy to see that we obtained the graph described
in Theorem 3.

ff

Case 2.2.

k:4.

:

First, we show that a: n2lI44+o(r2). Suppose not, i.e., that a (
<n2 f t4++o(n2). (Inequality in other direction cannot hold by Turd,n's theorem, since V, is triangle free by Lemma 1.) Then lv;rl,lv;"l,lv;):L2af n|
*o(n) <nltZ*o(n). For a typical vertex a e Vjo, rl(u,V,,):nf 12'lo(n)
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of the sum condition, and so, d(o, Vl) > o(n ) and d(VJ*Vl) >
The number of triangles containing a typical edge zo from Vlo to
Vj" with their third vertices in V,, V, and Vw is nl72l o(n), nlt2.* o(n)
and lV]"|:72aln+o(n), respectively, and so lv;ol,lv;"l,lv;): o(z) and
because

> o(r').

a:

o(n2) by the page number condition.
Now, let us take a typical edge zo from Vjo to Vj, which leads, say,
from 21 to Yr. The triangle condition implies that the number of triangles
containing uo with their third vertices in V, is o(n), so, lxlaXil:o(n).
Thus, Ir" is divided into two parts in the same way by the two partition, and
the analogous statements hold for Vo andV,, as well. On the other hand, we
already have nf 6* o(n) triangles containing a typical V,Vo-edge with their
third vertices in Vr" or Vsr,, so the number of triangles containing a typical
V,Vo-edge with their third vertices in V, is o(n). Without loss of generality,
:Yf ,Yi =Yf ,Zl.: Zf , and
we may assume that Xf - Xi,Xi:Xl,Yf
Zi : Zl with a possible error of o(n) vertices. AIso two sets of different
capitals are joined to each other almost completely if their subscripts are
different and are joined to each other with o(n2) edges if their subscripts
are equal. Furthermore, the triangle condition implies that two sets from
among Xt, Xz,Yt,Yz, Zt, Zz are joined to each other with o(n2) edges if
their subscripts are equal. But then, the number of triangles containing a
typical XlXf-edge or X2Xl-edge is o(n), a contradiction.
Hence, a = n2 ll44 * o(nz) and lVjrl, lv;,l,lv;,| : nf 12 + o(n). For a
typical vertex u e Vlo, d(u,Vj"): o(n); so, d(Vjr,Vl): o(n2) and similarly,
d(vlo,vJ), d(vl,,vJ): o(n ).
For a typical XiYf -edge and a typical Yf Xf-edge, the number of triangles containing one of these edges with their third vertices in V* or Vo, is
only lXll+ lxrl+ lyll+ lyzl+ o(n):nl6* o(n), and the number of triangles
containing one of these edges with their third vertices in I/r, Vo or V,o is
o(n). Thus, the number of triangles containing one of these edges with their
third vertices in V, is nl6*o(n).
But then, the six subsets of nl12*o(n) elements inV,UVyUV" can be
divided into two families of three subsets such that any two subsets in the
same family is joined to each other almost completely. Thus e.g., the number
of triangles containing a typical Yf X j-edge with their third vertices in y', is
nll2to(n), and with their third vertices in V,, or Vy" is lX,l +lYil*o(n)
for some i and j . So, the orders of the sets X1 and X2 are equal to the orders
of the sets Y1 andY2 in some pairing with a possible error o(n). But then, it
is easily seen that the structure of G is the structure described in Theorem 2
with cs :L2lXtl/n allowing co:0 and c0:1, as well.
The proof of Theorem 2 and the case /: 3 of Theorem 3 is complete.
O

Pnoor oF cASE / > 3 or TsnoRptu 3. The case i:3 was proved in
Lemma 1 above. We prove the general case by induction on /. Let G be a
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GYOR]

graph satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.
The conditi"" +?
, {* (i."., k > 12 -21+1) implies that the degree of
every vertex is greater than ftn, so every vertex and every edge is contained
in a clique of / vertices.
Take an arbitrary clique r7r2...rt. Let Gr denote the subgraph of
G induced by N(u1) and let d2,...,d1 denote the degrees of the vertices
r 2t...,r1in G1, respectively. Every book in G has at most #ff"*o(n)
(i:2,...,1). Now, let us estimate the total
and so, arsh*?n+o(n)
any edge r;r1 (21i < i
containing
number D of the triangles
=l). not in
The number of triangles containing rir j with their third vertices
total number
so,
the
d(r1)),
/f (rr) is at least d(*;) - d; I d(r1) - d1 - @ D1 of triangles of this type is at least
ll

(t -2)

d(,,))

- (';'),"fi=2 d(r;) - (, - \L,ao
;-,

On the other hand,lf a € N(rr) is the neighbour of r(u) of the vertices
x2t...,11, then it is contained in ('f)) c"""ted triangles' By adding up
1"(')) for all vertices u € N(21), we get the number D - Dt of the triangles
containing r;ri with their third vertices in I[(r1). However, the surn of
the r(a)'s is !l-rd;, which is at most E N;P@nto(n). Deleting the
edge 11o from G for a vertex ue /{(r1), the two estimates above (together)
decrease uv (';t) + ('9)) - r(l -2) > o. And if to increase d,;, we add an edge
xia (, > 1) to G for a vertex o € 1[(r1) - /f (r,), then the two estimates
above (together) decrease bv (, - 2) - (, - 1), which is positive if r(u) !
(i:1,..',/) and
On the other hand,lf d(r;)=*?"*o(n)
=l-2.
: Y?n t o(n) (i :2,. . . , /), then we have the weakest lower bound
d,

+
for D if the r(u)'s are as equal as possible, i.e., r(o) =l -2for 1!{}Lln
(:4{L!nto(n)
vertices'u€N(r1). Then, we
*o(n) and r(t,) :l-3 for
obtain that
Da

(t

-

2)(t

(';'),"
+

(t

-

2)(t
kt

- 1)iL

1)('kl

_ (k- 1) (r
kl

- !"(,

However, we assumed

;')

2)(/

(t
z)

(rn)

+

(k

- 1)

2)(t
kt

(k

-/+1)( tkt

(' -1
2 )e

- 2)

,)
"(' 2
2)((t -2 )rn
* o(n).
1

),

kl

that every edge is contained

i" b4Anlo(n)

triangles, so, this estimate and all the estimates used are sharp apart from a
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possible error o(n). Thus, d,(r;):E*fA"*o(n)
(i:1,2,...,1), and
since every vertex is contained in a clique of / vertices, the degree of every
vertex in G is G4{4"+o(n). Also, it was..r,sharp,, when we assumed that

the r(o)'s are a,s equal as possible. (Actually, we use only that the number
of vertices a with r(u) :l - 1 is ,(").) Then, we have a, = ft42n1o(n),
since it is of order of magnitude n of course, and if not, then we could find
constant times n nonneighbours of o2 such that joining 12 to these vertices,
the estimate decreases by constant times n, but the estimate holds for the
resulting degrees, as well, i.e., some edge r;ri is contained in too many
triangles.
On the other hand,
The degree of every vertex in Gr is ft#A"+o(n).
the estimate for D1 implies that every edge in G1 is contained in at least
Af,"*o(n) triangles such that the third vertex is not in I[(21). Thus,
r*Jrr t n+
o(n) =Gl{Qn+o(")
every book in G1 has at most G49"
pages. But then, we can apply the induction hypothesis for G1, i.e., G1 is
essentially the appropriate (k - 1) x (l - 1)-partite graph. It holds for the
neighbourhood of any vertex, since 11 was chosen arbitrarily.

it is routine
structure. n

From here,
desired

(but not too short) to prove that G has the

Rorr,raRx. The condition f f , j* (i."., k>t2 -21+ 1) in Theorem 3 cannot be eliminated, since then the proof above does not work, the
conditions do not imply that the graph contains a clique of / vertices, and
counterexamples can be constructed on the base of it. Consider the case
k = 12 - 2l + t. Then the degree condition says that the degree of every
vertex is at least *"+o(a), allowing that G is the (/- l)-partite Turdn
graph in which case every edge is contained in f{n * o(n) < *?"+o(n)
triangles. For other small k's, the counterexamples are not so nice, but can
be constructed similarly.
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